
I am grateful for all of GOD’s goodness in the first half of 2022. I

have seen the LORD’s goodness and I have enjoyed HIS many

mercies; therefore, I am thankful, and I rejoice in HIM for the many

benefits that I have enjoyed. 

As I enter the second half of 2022, I declare that the heavens are

open over me. The LORD opens unto me HIS good treasure and

every area of life begin to enjoy the abundance of heaven’s rain. My

family, businesses, career, and all my endeavours begin to enjoy

the showers of HIS BLESSINGS. 

These are my days of torrential downpour, therefore, as I get into

unhindered praise, there is a raise for me in every ramification of

life. By the force of Grace, things are looking up for me, I enjoy

both the former and the latter rain, and my life soars on the wings

of Grace. 

My storehouses are full of the best; I enjoy unprecedented

restorations and immeasurable compensations. As I set myself to

praise my GOD, everything responds in my favour; the earth yields

her increase unto me, and my GOD showers me with blessings for

the world to see. My life has become a showpiece of GOD’s Glory

and a display centre of HIS best works. 
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By the force of Praise, the earth quakes in my favour, doors are

open unto me and every limiting tendency is destroyed in Jesus’

name. (Joel 2:23-32; Ps. 67:3-7; Acts 16:25-34; Deut. 28:10-13).

We decree and declare that GOD’s goodness and mercies

overshadow our nation, Nigeria. As we pray and praise GOD in this

season, the LORD sets ambushes against the enemies of our

nation such that they help destroy themselves and not one of

them escapes the judgement of GOD. 

As we perform our civic duties in the coming general elections,

GOD procures victory for our nation, and only leaders after GOD’s

heart shall emerge at every level of leadership in Nigeria. In

unison, we decree and declare PROSPERITY, PEACE and

PROGRESS upon our land; only the counsel of GOD shall stand

concerning our nation, Nigeria, in Jesus’ name. (2 Chron. 20:22-
30, Ps. 122:7).

At the HarvestHouse nation, with joy, we enter into the season of

a mighty deluge of GOD’s blessings. As we chorus HIS praise

without restraints, the LORD commands victories for us and we

break forth into realms of sweatless conquests and exceeding

fruitfulness. 

We are enjoying governmental Grace, therefore, our sons and

daughters are taking territories and establishing the reign of

heaven in their God-given sectors of influence. We are a people

blessed by GOD, empowered by Grace, and positioned for

Kingdom advancement; we increase on every side, and we

flourish without limits in Jesus’ name. Amen! (Zech. 10:1; Ps. 44:1-
4; Ps. 110:1-2).


